An Evaluation on Use of Stress Ball Exercise on Stress Management among Student Population – A Cross Section Study
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ABSTRACT

Background: Stress ball is a new favourite gadget people like to use to fight stress, reduce tension. But there are not many scientific reports on the benefits of stress ball exercises.

Objective: the present study aimed to investigate the level of stress among student population and the effectiveness of the use of stress ball exercises among student population.

Methods: A cross sectional study was conducted through a convenience sampling method. The participants were administered with a self developed questionnaire consisting of 17 questions. The responses were collected using google forms. Descriptive statistics, frequency analysis and chi square test was used to analyze the data.

Results: Males are more stressed than female in college environment and after stress ball exercise students feels reduced irritability and nervousness thus using stress ball exercise during stress management is more significant.

*Corresponding author: E-mail: sridevig.sdc@saveetha.com;
Conclusion: The study concluded an innovative finding that Majority of the student population were stressed due to academic reasons and respondents feel that stress ball users showed a satisfactory recovery from their stress.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Feeling of emotional or physical tension is stress. Anything which makes you feel frustrated, angry and nervous may make you feel stressed. Sometimes anxiety may also make you feel stressed. There are two types of stress, Acute stress and Chronic stress which are discussed below. Acute stress is short term stress which goes away quickly. Our team has extensive knowledge and research experience that has translate into high quality publications [1–20]. Doing something new may cause acute stress. Some common reasons for acute stress are having a fight with a partner or skiing down a steep slope. Acute stress actually helps you to manage dangerous situations [21]. Each and every would have faced acute stress one time or another [22].

Chronic stress is long term stress which lasts for a longer period of time. Usually it is caused due to money problems or maybe due to unhappy marriage life or trouble at work. Any type of stress which lasts more than a week or months is chronic stress. This type of stress may lead to health problems also [21,23].

Our body reacts to stress by releasing hormones like oxytocin which will act on our brain and make the brain more alert, cause your muscles to tense and increase your stress. In the short term these hormones are good because it makes you feel free and helps you to handle the situation causing stress [23].

In chronic stress your body stays alert but it also increases blood pressure, risk of heart disease, diabetes and obesity also sometimes it leads to depression also menstrual problems [24]. Our team has extensive knowledge and research experience that has translate into high quality publications [25–29].

Some activities will result in reducing stress like stress ball exercise, breaking pencil, meditation, hearing songs etc. Stress balls are the new favorite gadget people like to use to fight stress, reduce tension and also, in some ways, help in anger management [30]. Stress ball is about 7cm in diameter and sphere-shaped sponge ball. Acts as a distraction device, Improves nervous system, Rehabilitates after an injury, Mini workout for the body and Improves the quality of life. Stress [31]. Since stress affects various aspects of the life, people turn to look into various stress relieving strategies and stress relieving gadgets. One such commonly used gadget is a stress ball. Reports have revealed the scientific applications of this gadget and many people widely use it during their working hours and leisure hours as well. So the novelty of study planned to investigate the level of stress among the student population and how the use of stress ball have changed their life of student population.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present cross-sectional study was conducted among student population of Saveetha dental college. The inclusion criteria were students who were regularly using stress ball as a gadget for stress relief most of the time. Exclusion criteria was students suffering from any mental illness and psychosomatic illness or use of anti-depressants. The study assessed the student experiences after their regular use of stress ball using a self-developed questionnaire prepared in Google forms and circulated as an online questionnaire. Questionnaire consisted of 17 closed ended questions. to evaluate frequency of stress ball exercise usage and rate the overall relief from stress. The responses of the participants were noted and Frequency analysis and chi square test was done by SPSS 23 software.

3. RESULTS

The results were extracted from the responses of the participants in the questionnaire.

In this present study, about 77.5 percent of respondents were in the age group of 21-25 whereas the rest of 22.5 percent of respondents were in the age group of 16-20. About 65.7 percent of respondents were males whereas the rest of the respondents were females. For the following question “Are you stressed in your college environment?” About 77.5 respondents answered yes (Fig. 1). For the following question
“what is the reason for stress” about 71.6 percent of respondents have answered personal reasons. For the following question of “which of the following symptoms you experience during stress” about 38.6 percent of the respondents have answered loss of appetite. For the following question “what mode of relaxation do you prefer” about 50 percent of the respondents have answered dancing. For the following question “do you feel dryness of mouth” about 46.1 percent of the respondents have answered that it applies to them to some degree, or some of the time. For the following question “I tend to over-react to situation” about 59.8 percent of the respondents have answered that it applies to a considerable degree or a good part of time. For the following question “I find difficult to relax” about 40.2 percent of the respondents have answered that it applies to them to some degree, or some of the time. For the following question “I felt sad and depressed” about 59.8 percent of the respondents have answered that it applies to some degree, or some of the time. For the following question “Do you use stress ball exercise regularly” about 40.2 percent of the respondents have answered that they do not do stress ball exercise regularly. For the following question “Are you feeling better after stress ball exercise” about 40.8 percent of the respondents have answered that they sometimes feel better after stress ball exercise (Fig. 2). For the following question “Do they feel that your stress ball exercises reduced your anger” about 56.1 percent of the respondents have answered never. For the following question “Do you feel that your stress ball exercises have reduced your irritability and nervousness” about 83.7 percent of the respondents have answered sometimes (Fig. 3). For the following question “What is your experience about stress ball exercise” about 54.1 percent of the respondents have answered that it is satisfying and liking (Fig. 4). For the following question “Have the use of a stress ball changed your food intake” about 87.8 percent of the respondents have answered never. For the following question “Do you feel that your stress ball exercises have reduced your irritability and nervousness” about 83.7 percent of the respondents have answered sometimes (Fig. 3). For the following question “What is your experience about stress ball exercise” about 54.1 percent of the respondents have answered that it is satisfying and liking (Fig. 4). For the following question “Have the use of a stress ball changed your food intake” about 87.8 percent of the respondents have answered never. For the following question “Do you feel that your stress ball exercises have reduced your irritability and nervousness” about 83.7 percent of the respondents have answered sometimes (Fig. 3).

3.1 Cross Tab Evaluation

The association between gender of students and experience of stress ball exercise was analyzed. Males feel more satisfied compared to females soon after stress ball exercise. Pearson Chi-square test value \( p = 0.008 \) (p<0.05) (Fig. 5).

The association between gender of students and whether they were stressed were analyzed. Males feel more stressed than females in college environments. Pearson Chi-square value \( p = 0.012 \) (p<0.05) (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 1. Shows responses of students who are stressed in the college environment. About 77% of students feel stressed, 19% of students don’t feel stressed and 4% students sometimes feel stressed. Blue represents students who are stressed due to the college environment. Green represents students who are not stressed and brown represents students who feel stressed sometimes in college environments.](image)
Fig. 2. Shows students’ feelings after stress ball exercise. About 41% of students sometimes feel better after stress ball exercise, 21% of students always feel better after stress ball exercise and 38% of students don’t feel anything. Green represents students who feel happy sometimes, blue represents students who are feeling good after stress ball exercise and brown shows students who do not feel anything.

Fig. 3. Shows responses of students who feel stress ball exercise reduces irritability and nervousness. About 84% of students feel stress ball exercise sometimes reduce irritability and nervousness, 13% of students feel stress ball exercise always reduces irritability and nervousness and 3% of students feel stress ball exercise never reduces irritability and nervousness. Green represents students who feel stress ball exercise sometimes reduce irritability and nervousness, blue represents students who feel stress ball exercise always reduces irritability and nervousness and brown shows students who feel stress ball exercise never reduces irritability and nervousness.
Fig. 4. Shows responses of experience of students after stress ball exercise. About 54% of students feel satisfied and liking soon after stress ball exercise, 22% of students feel happy and enjoying soon after stress ball exercise and 24% of students feel bored and simple soon after stress ball exercise. Green represents students who feel satisfied and liking soon after stress ball exercise, Blue represents students who feel happy and enjoying soon after stress ball exercise and brown represents students who feel bored and simple soon after stress ball exercise.

BAR GRAPH

Crosstab evaluation:

Fig. 5. Bar graph showing comparison of responses between gender of students and students who are stressed due to the college environment. X-axis represents different gender (male and female) and Y-axis represents the number of responses of students who are stressed due to the college environment. Blue denotes students who responded yes, green denotes students who responded no and brown denotes students who responded maybe. Males feel more stressed than females in college environments with the Pearson Chi-square value $p = 0.012$ which is statistically significant.
Fig. 6. Bar graph showing comparison of responses between gender of students and experience of stress ball exercise. X-axis represents gender of the students and Y-axis represents the number of responses students experience about the stress ball exercise. Blue denotes students who responded happy and enjoyable, green denotes students who responded satisfied and liking and brown denotes students who responded bored and simply doing. Males feel more satisfied compared to females soon after stress ball exercise with the Pearson Chi-square test value $p = 0.008$ which is statistically significant.

4. DISCUSSION

Stress balls are the new favorite gadget for people in the present world to fight stress, reduce tension. Scientific reports suggest that stress balls on a regular basis alleviates stress levels, sometimes even works faster than meditation to show benefits [32]. The results of the present study showed that male respondents perceived a higher level of stress due to academic reasons and huge syllabus. And stress ball usage had shown significant improvements on stress reduction among college students with high academic pressures.

The respondents in our study also reported that their experience about stress ball exercise was satisfied and loveable by them. They reported that stress ball exercises reduced their anger and stress levels to a considerable degree. Manipulation of the strain ball can stimulate the nerves that are present in your hands. These nerves are in communication with different parts of the brain - especially the limbic region - that are associated with your emotions. This stimulation works like acupressure in such a way that stimulation of one area affects other parts of your body. It also results in mind diversion from stress and mood enhancement and it is one of the cheapest available remedies to fight stress [33].

Studies show that stress balls are very beneficial in reducing stress compared to other gadgets like Fidget spinners, doodling, knitting etc. There are many stress balls like scented coloured balls, rainbow giant stress balls, Mind panda empowering stress balls, Sweda handgrip strength trainer etc. All these are much efficient in enhancing relief from stress compared to other gadgets [27].

Certain studies on Stress balls called Egg seizors filled with a malleable gel can fit perfectly in the palm of your hand. Repeatedly squeezing the egg reduces tension and in turn, relieves stress. In addition to the psychological benefits, stress balls improve blood circulation and are utilized within the treatment of carpal-tunnel syndrome and arthritis [31].
5. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The limitations of study include only students of age group 16-25 years were included in the study. This population does not represent the total population. But this survey reported that overall satisfaction was obtained from stress in stress ball users.

6. CONCLUSION

The present study concluded that stress ball users showed a remarkable recovery from any form of stress and this type of stress relaxing is cost effective and can be adopted for improvement for better quality of living.
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